Career in VFX (Film Technology)
Schedule
Time
09:00 – 09: 30
09:30 – 11:00
11:00 – 01:00
01:00 – 02:00
02:00 – 03:00
03:00 – 04:30
4:30 – 5:30

Activity
Registration
What is cinematography? Opening Shots, Professional Advice
On set leadership
Lunch Break
Camera Techniques, Film Lighting Techniques
Interactive session
Valedictory

Reports of the Activity
Kind of the Activity
Date of the Activity
Name of the Speaker
Topic of the Activity
No. of the Participants

Workshop
08-09-2017
Mr. Kapil Chaudhary
Career in VFX (Film Technology)
53

Summary of the Activity
The workshop for Film Technology was organized on 8th September, 2017 at Umiya Arts and Commerce
College for Girls. The registration started at 9:00 a.m. After the registration, the inaugural function took
place where the President and the Vice President of KVC Education Trust, the Principal, the faculty
members and the participants were present.
In the opening session, the speaker made understand what cinematography means. He explained that
it is ultimately about capturing the desired images. He further explained various techniques used to
capture these images. The speaker explained the role of cinematographer and discussed in detail
various aspects like short lists, floor plans and lighting diagrams, handling the camera and light crews
etc.
In the second session, the speaker explained the strength of the team work on the set. In the third
session, the speaker discussed the most important film making tips which aren’t actually camera
techniques or film lighting tricks but peoples’ skills. In the fourth session, the speaker discussed sound
and colour effects to create dramatic contrasts and juxtapositions. He also discussed about the hard
light versus soft light.
In the concluding session, the participants raised their queries which were solved by the expert
speaker. There were 53 participants. The highlight of this workshop was the galaxy speaker who
enlightened the participants with his precious knowledge.

